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smart youtube tv supports remote controllers, is fully localized, and doesn't need root permissionto work. just some things to take note of, though. for one, it's not officially supportedby youtube or google. another is that it's not actively maintained anymore. you can still try it out with your specific tv model and still use all of its features, though. some of the premium
features include the following: premium channels: this is something that the standard youtube app cannot offer, which makes the app interesting. youtube red: this is yet another premium feature that the standard youtube app cannot offer. it is not required to download the app to access youtube red. youtube premium: this is a paid service, and premium users get

access to all premium features, both youtube red and other premium features. in other words, it is like a combination of the two. hope you enjoyed this tutorial on smart youtube tv no ads! (android tv). do give a thumbs up if you found this useful and share it with your friends and family. it will be a great help to them as well. check out youtube smart tv to enjoy youtube
tv features including: cloud dvr for unlimited recordings and playback access to live tv on major broadcast and cable networks stream to up to 4 screens at once transparent on screen navigation access to thousands of free apps full access to youtube tv on all your connected devices: access from any screen: android, ios, and fire tv enjoy live tv, on demand content, and

thousands of free apps watch live tv on any connected device with access to your personal, live dvr watch live tv on any connected device with access to your personal, live dvr
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the app is also capable of playing local files from the internal memory of your tv, regardless of the file type. you can use this feature to download videos to your tv and view them offline. you can also use it to download music and other media to your tv from the youtube music app and other third-party apps. 7- share videos if you want to share the videos with someone
else, then this feature is essential. whether you want to share your favorite show with your family members or watch a funny video with your friends, youtube premium mod apk lets you do this with ease. you can select the videos you want to share, then select the share button to share them with the desired person. the app will automatically upload the video to your

youtube account, and you can send the link to the person with whom you want to share the content. 8- downloading videos if you like to watch videos on youtube, then you have to download them to your phone. this is because the original youtube app has a limit of 50 videos per month. this may not be a problem if you have a smartphone, but if youre using a tablet or
a smart tv, then this feature is a must. you can download the videos to watch them anytime you want. as long as you have an internet connection and the app is open, you can download the videos using the built-in downloader. you can even download the oreo tv app if youre going to stream free content from thousands of sources like hotstar, prime videos, and netflix.

9- smartcast with the smartcast feature, you can browse through the youtube app and watch the videos that you want. for instance, if you want to watch the funny video from your friends, you can search for it on the home screen and watch it without having to open the app. 5ec8ef588b
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